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Just as standard temperature can be related to the time coordinate of Euclidean 
space, a new concept of "stochastic temperature" may be introduced by associating it to 
the Parisi-Wu time of stochastic quantization. The perturbative equilibrium limit for a 
self-interacting scalar field is studied, and a "thermal" mass shift to one loop is shown. In 
addition one may interpret the underlying stochastic process as a Nicolai map at nonzero 
"temperature". 
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1 Introduction 
Quantum field theory at finite temperature is presently receiving considerable attention. 
This is motivated partly by its immediate relevance to the physics of the early universe 
and of dense nuclear matter, partly by the* challenging complexity of its theoretical foun
dations: the study of the thermodynamic properties of quantum field theory nontrivially 
combines physics of elementary particles with the one of statistical many particle systems. 
In this context we recall a different merging of field theoretical and statistical methods, 
as is present within the stochastic quantization scheme [1,2,3]. The purpose of this paper 
is to introduce a new concept of thermal structure in the stochastic formulation of field 
theory and discuss its impact in the quantum field theory limit. We point out that this 
new notion of "temperature" is different from standard physical temperature [4,5,6,7]; 
it should not be confused with it and its standard implementation within the stochastic-
quantization scheme [8,9]. In specific we will throughout this paper consider zero physical 
temperature. 

There is an important significance attributed to stochastic quantization namely its in
trinsic connection to supersymmetry. In specific this means that the underlying stochastir 
process of stochastic quantization finds an interpretation as a Nicolai map [10] related to 
a specific supersymmetric model. Introducing now the concept of stochastic temperature 
we are able to maintain this interpretation at nonzero "temperature" provided the "*ther-
mal" correlations in the supersymmetric theory are defined with respect to the supertrace 
[11,12,13]. 

Finite standard-temperature quantum field theories can be formulated either in Eu
clidean or Minkowskian spacetime, denoted by imaginary [4,5] and real time [6,7] for
malisms, respectively. Concentrating in specific on a path integral approach there are 
prescribed specific boundary conditions for the fields and specific time integration con
tours in the generating functional. Whereas in the imaginary time formalism only the 
interval [0,/?] is covered, it is the whole real time axis in the real time case (however 
modified by an additional doubling of the field variables). 

It may be useful to recall [1,2,3] the formalism of stochastic quantization for an Eu
clidean field theory described by an action 5 £ . The basic idea of stochastic quantization 
is lo consider the Euclidean path integral measure as the stationary distribution of a 
stochastic process, whose dynamical evolution parameter i* the Parisi-Wu time t. The 
central assertion of stochastic quantization is that the stochastic correlation functions 
equilibrate for equal and large Parisi-Wu times to the corresponding quantum Green 
functions. 

It is precisely the presence of the dynamical Parisi-Wu time t, which suggests the 
introduction of a novel notion of "temperature", which is of course different from physical 
temperature: We propose to generalize the imaginary time formalism (or similarly the 
real time formalism, where "real time" refers to the Wick rotated Parisi-Wu time t -> it) 
of finite temperature field theory to the stochastic quantization scheme in the sense that. 
the Parisi-Wu time is allowed to play a "thermal" role, similarly as the physical time did 
before. 
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2 Generalized Imaginary Time Formalism 
In this paper we would like to consider a self-interacting scalar field theory and generalize 
the imaginary time formalism, where in a path integral formulation the fields are periodic 
with respect to the Euclidean time. We propose the Langevin equation 

subject to the periodicity condition 

#*,<)) = <*(*,&), s = (x°,x\x\x3) (2) 

(for different, but related investigations see also (14,15}). One may associate with the 
length b of the dynamical Parisi-Wu time a new inverse "temperature", which we may 
call "stochastic temperature" due to its relationship to stochastic quantization. We re
mark that neither the Parisi-Wu time nor "stochastic temperature'' carry the canonical 
dimensions of time and temperature, respectively. We admit that the introduction of 
"stochastic temperature" may at the moment seem rather formal, led by the mere anal
ogy of the thermal formulation of field theory and its stochastic recast. In the following WP 
will however try to explore consequences, if any, of the proposed concept. Furtheron wr 
can give an interpretation of "stochastic temperature" within the context of the Nicolai 
map. 

For a scalar field theory with quartic self-interaction and coupling constant A one 
finds easily by standard techniques [1,2] 

[T,(k'T)~^.J ^ ^ ) f f 64(k-p-q- rWft r)4[qt r)<t>(r, r)] (3) 

which allows for an iterative perturbative expansion. Corresponding to (1) - (2) we define 
the correlations with respect to Gaussian averages of the "thermal" noise n by 

/, n4 , „^«ri-ijf * /*V(*'r)l. (4) 
Jn(.fi)mti(.M 4 JO J 

where 7 is periodic in the Parisi-Wu time similarly as <t> and 

^=nn^4 (5) 
* 0<<<6 

It is a trivial exercise to calculate as a first example the free scalar two point function, 
which in momentum space becomes (for 0 <t,t'< b) 

(6) 
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We realize that the two point function does only depend (similarly as in standard quantum 
field theory) o. the differences of the arguments of the fields. Generally all equal Parisi-
Wu time correlation functions are now independent of / and can be interpreted as the 
appropriate equilibrium values. This property is similar to usual stochastic quantization, 
when the initial condition of the system had been prepared at infinity in the past. 

Thus (6) defines for equi I Parisi- Wu times i = t' a generalized "propagator" at finite 
"stochastic temperature" 

D°(k2,Trs)> = (*(MM*',0)6 = (2*m* + k') j ^ ^ l i + e > | t f JS > ) _ 1 ] - (7) 

We note that in the low "stochastic temperature" limit 6 —• oo the standard field theory 
propagator is obtained smoothly. 

Next we would like to address ourselves to the question inasmuch "stochastic temper
ature" carries qualitative features known from standard finite temperature field theory. 
One of many possibilities is to investigate whether a "thermal" shift of the "propagator" 
pole occurs. In the following we will present the one loop calculation for the two point 
function, which obtains as 

1 *> 26e* < f e 2 + m J ) 

D>tf,m\ = ^ W H y ) < ; p - i - ; i j , ( U ? g B j r - T ' * ( H + rfM«M^I-ip>< 

(8) 
and where formally (subject to regularization) 

A r d*p 1 
2 J (2ir)V + "»2 + * Mp»+m*) _ l )• (9) 

We recognize that / in (8) is in fact multiplied with diy>(k3,m2)i)/dm7 so that we obtain 
to one loop 

D(k\ m>)b = D°(k\ m% + ^ ° ( ^ ; m 2 ) t / = D°(k\ m' + J)b. (10) 

The "temperature"1-dependent part of / is finite and one may perform a standard regu
larization and renormalization procedure (e.g. minimal subtraction) at zero "stochastic 
temperature". In terms of the renomalized quantities A/j and mR we subsequantly can 
define a "thermal" mass shift 6mj by 

OTFlj = AR J 

which becomes 

6m\ - A R / { 2 x

P

) 4 ( p 2 + mjt)leH^miH) _ ^ (»> 

6ml = -^{-L.ln(l-e-^)+ T dX

l--±—). (12) 
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Similarly as in standard finite temperature field theory [5] we cannot obtain a closed 
expression of the mass shift, but rather provide its approximate value in the two limiting 
cases of low and high "stochastic temperature", respectively: 

bm2

R < 1 6ml * -^TT-ilZT^^R + 0 + 5 »»*»»» + ( o n s t + 0(bm2

R)]. (14) 
Ibx* om^ £ 

We observe that in the limiting cases of the above approximations the mass shifts to one 
loop are positive. We are, however, aware of the difficulty to extract physically significant 
features at this order of approximation and indicate the need for further investigations, 
possibly with numerical methods. 

3 The Nicolai Map 

We would like to show now under which conditions the Langevin equation (1), (2) may be 
interpreted as a Nicolai map at nonzero "temperature". It is desirable to avoid difficulties 
which ar > not directly related to the issue of the Nicolai map, but are typical for field 
theory. Among others we refer to the proper treatment of volume divergencies [16,17] 
which arise in the functional formulation of tochastic quantization. We therefore restrict 
ourselves from now on to a zero dimensional field theory described by a potential V(x). 
One then has the Langevin equation for x(t) 

i = -V"(x)+n (15) 

supplemented with the periodicity condition 

*(0) = i{b). (16) 

We recall that at zero "temperature" the Langevin equation (15) has to be solved with 
just an initial condition, as typically 

j(0) = nmst (16') 

and no periodicity in the Parisi-Wu time may be imposed! In this zero "temperature" 
rase the interpretation of (15) together with (16') as a Nicolai map is well established 
(see especially [18,19]), being related to the Euclidean-time supersymmetric Lagrangian 
of supersymmetric quantum mechanics [20] 

C?SY = \ i 2 + \v'2 + Üjt + V'>- (IT) 

We note that without difficulty a similar correspondence may be given at finite "stochastic 
temperature" as well: To start let us consider the generating functional of stochastic 
correlation functions at finite "stochastic temperature" 

Z\J) = N[ ^ e x p [ - / ' ( V + >*)«,], (18) 
Jf,(0)*n{i>) Jo 4 
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where N is a normalization factor and x(r) is a solution to (15) - (16). The Jacobian 
J for changing in (18) the variables IJ —» z, following (15) subjected to the periodicity 
condition (16), is well known (following e.g. from a Stratanovich-type discretization of 
the Lange vi n equation) and gives apart of a normalization 

J = sinhfv'dr. (19) 

It is equally well known that this Jacobian J just equals the fermion determinant, which 
arises after integrating out the fermion fields from CgVSY in the path integral, imposing 
however periodic boundary conditions! In the reverse we then obtain 

Z\j] = N I D*Di>Dxexv[- focf** + jx]ir\. (20) 
y»<o)=x<*).*«>)=*(»),*(o)=*<») Jo 

We remark that in the exponent of (20) there is no need to include the boundary term 
£iV'dT, because it vanishes identically due to the periodicity condition (16). The last 
step in the identification of (15) - (16) as a Nicolai map at nonzero "temperature" is to 
realize that we can represent the normalized generating functional (20) as a graded trace 
111,12,13] 

m = tr [(-lfexP(-bH*USY)exp{- f jxdr)], (21) 
Jo 

where ( —1)̂  is the Klein operator and HgUS^ the Euclidean-time Hamiltonian, corre
sponding to £fJ / 5 K . 

The c >nclusion we can draw is that stochastic quantization at "stochastic tempera
ture" al?r ws to define a specific supersymmetric theory at nonzero temperature, provided 
thermal averages in the supersymmetric theory are defined by taking graded traces. The 
somewhat artificial concept of "stochastic temperature" with respect to the zero dimen
sional field theory described by V(x) finds a natural explanation as standard tempera
ture with respect to the associated one dimensional supersymmetric theory described by 
CgVSY. We expect that this interpretation will persist similarly in the general field theory 
case, which we did not analyze here for the sake of simplicity and transparency. 

We end this section by remarking that the so-called regulated Witten index 

A = tr[ ( - l ) F exp(-M/f ' / 5 V ) ] (22) 

c&n be regarded in our terminology as a graded partition function at nonzero temperature. 
For the typical choice, 

it obtains exactly A = 1 [21]. This assures that SUSY is unbroken at nonzero temperature 
and that the concept of the Nicolai mapping is consistent. 
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4 Outlook 
In this paper we introduced the notion of "stochastic temperature" for a self-interacting 
scalar field. We learned to interpret it as conventional temperature in the associated 
Mipersymmetric theory of one higher dimension, in the original formulation of stochastic 
«itiantization the (equal Parisi-Wu time) correlation functions of the bosonic fields within 
the supersymmetric theory relax to the usual field theory Green functions, in our case the 
thermal structure of the supersymmetric model has a nontrivial impact on the generalized 
"field theory" limit and seems to offer a rich field of research and applications. 

At the very end of the paper we would like to reflect on numerical simulations, of
fering another characterization of "stochastic temperature": For general consistency of 
having periodic fields with respect to the Parisi-Wu time interval [0,6] also the noise 
itself must be assumed periodic. This implies that in a numerical Langevin simulation 
at "stochastic temperature" periodic random number generators for the noise have to 
be implemented. It is amusiug to note that in realistic simulations such periodicities arc 
in fact unavoidable [22]; good random number generators turn out to have periodicities 
on the order of 2 1 8 steps. Thus we conclude that the concept of "stochastic tempera
ture" allows for an abstract as well a realistic interpretation, the latter within numerical 
computer simulations. 
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